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Abstract

Fingertip-mounted tactile displays of softness are needed for various virtual- or augmented-reality applications such as surgical simulation, tele-operation, computer-aided design, 3D model exploration and tele-presence. Displaying a virtual softness on a fingertip requires the generation of quasi-static large displacements at moderate forces (as opposed to high-frequency small vibrations at high forces), via a deformable surface, to control both the contact area and the indentation depth of the skin. State-of-the-art actuation technologies are unable to combine simple structure, low weight and low size, as well as energy efficient and silent operation. Here, we report progress on the development of a non-vibratory display of softness made of electroactive polymers. It consists of a hydrostatically coupled dielectric elastomer actuator, shaped as a bubble interfaced to the fingertip, having a weight of 6 g. Prototypes could generate displacements up to 3.5 mm and forces up to 1 N. By combining this technology with a compact hand tracking sensor, a simple and cost-effective virtual-reality system was demonstrated. A psychophysical study engaging fifteen volunteers in poke and pinch tactile tasks
showed that users could properly distinguish between different stimuli rendered by the display, with an accuracy correlated to the perceptual difficulty of the tactile comparative task.

1. Introduction

The development of a diversity of virtual- or augmented-reality systems is currently challenged by the lack of suitable actuation technologies for fingertip-mounted devices that can mechanically stimulate finger pads to render the softness of a virtual object. Possible applications include surgical simulators to train in the palpation of soft tissues,[1] hand-held interfaces for either tele-operation,[2] computer-aided design[3] or 3D model explorations,[4] as well as tele-presence systems to augment virtual social interactions with the missing sense of touch.[5]

In order to physically mimic the softness of a virtual object with a fingertip-mounted device, it is necessary to produce a tactual feeling as close as possible to that arising from the indentation of a real soft object with the fingertip. According to Srinivasan and LaMotte, for the perception of the softness of objects having a deformable surface, it is sufficient that our brain receives a purely tactile feedback, as opposed to a purely kinaesthetic feedback.[6] This is supported by evidence that an adequate perceptual response is achieved by ensuring a modulation of the contact area between the fingertip and the object.[7-9] Indeed, the change in contact area has been proposed as a new proprioceptive cue.[10]

Furthermore, it has recently been shown that, in addition to the contact area, the indentation depth is also an essential tactile stimulus and these two stimuli independently contribute to the perception of softness.[11] Therefore, controlling only the contact area, or only the indentation depth, is expected to be less effective than controlling both of them at the same time.[11]

This implies that effective renderings of softness cannot be obtained using the variety of wearable tactile displays that indent fingertips via stiff surfaces, which are however very useful for force feedback, especially to render shapes.[12-17] Indeed, as discussed by Srinivasan and LaMotte, when a fingertip is interfaced to a rigid surface, the pressure distribution over the fingertip and the related
deformation of the skin (and therefore also the contact area) are independent of the interface’s compliance; this means that the arising tactile stimuli do not adequately encode information on compliance.\[6\]

Such evidence implies that, in order to mimic the softness of a virtual object with fingertip-mounted devices, the most effective approach is to use tactile displays that can generate quasi-static (non-vibratory) forces, via a soft interface (deformable surface), so as to control both the contact area and the indentation depth.

Moreover, ideally, such devices should be sufficiently small and light-weight to be comfortably and unobtrusively arranged on fingertips,\[18\] so as not to impair the motion of the fingers during virtual-reality tasks. Similarly, such devices should not generate acoustic noise and heat, for the sake of comfort.

The combination of all these requirements is hard to meet with conventional actuation technologies. So, it should not be surprising that tactile feedback is still underutilised in wearable devices to mimic realistic interactions with soft bodies. Indeed, very few technologies have been described so far to meet these requirements. One of them is based on pneumatic actuation, typically used in three ways: i) tiny air jets produced by arrays of nozzles, which however limit the realism of the tactual feeling, as a soft interface is missing;\[19,20\] ii) pneumatically displaced rigid pins,\[21\] whose stiff interface however makes them more suitable for shape rather than softness renderings, as discussed above; iii) inflated chambers, whose performance is typically limited by the need for bulky and noisy external instrumentation,\[22-24\] although attempts to reduce size and weight are ongoing.\[25\]

A different approach uses electrical motors that move flexible/stretchable structures, such as polymer membranes or fabrics, in contact with the fingertip; such mechanisms however typically lead to complex, bulky and heavy displays.\[26,27\]

Another strategy employs electrostatic actuators, consisting of air-filled\[28\] or liquid-filled\[29,30\] chambers, sealed by an elastomeric membrane that is displaced by a pressurization of the internal air or liquid; the pressurization is induced by an electrostatic attraction between a fixed rigid electrode and
another electrode that covers a flexible or stretchable substrate.[28,30] This actuation strategy, which so far has been demonstrated for miniature (up to a few millimetres) tactile interfaces with displacements lower than 1 mm, might be challenged for higher displacements by the need for a larger lateral size, due to the zipping effect required for pressurization.[29,30]

Such a lack of simple and affordable enabling technologies is currently preventing a range of applications of displays of softness to real-life systems. Here, we report on latest developments of a tactile display technology consisting of electroactive elastomers.

2. Dielectric elastomer actuation for tactile displays

The electromechanical transduction technology used in this work is based on dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs).[31-33] They are part of the broader family of smart materials known as electromechanically active polymers,[34] as a change of size/shape can be achieved through the application of a voltage. The most basic DEA configuration consists of a thin membrane of an elastomeric dielectric material with compliant electrodes on its surfaces. When an electric field is applied across the dielectric material, the resulting electrostatic stress causes a compression perpendicularly to the electrodes and a concomitant expansion of their surfaces. The effective compressive stress \( p \) is described by the following equation.[33]

\[
p = \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 E^2 = \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 \left( \frac{V}{d} \right)^2
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the elastomer’s relative dielectric constant, \( E \) is the electric field, \( V \) is the voltage and \( d \) is the membrane’s thickness. Due to the high electric fields needed to drive DEAs (~10-100 V/µm), typical voltages required for 10-100µm-thick membranes are within the kiloVolts range.[31-33] DEAs are generally characterised by large electrical strains, fast and acoustically silent operation, compact size, low specific weight, shock tolerance, low power consumption and no overheating.[31-33,35]
To date, there have been several reports on DEA-based tactile devices, for various needs, including vibratory interfaces,\textsuperscript{[36,37]} vertical displacements of a rigid pin, either mono-directionally\textsuperscript{[38]} or bi-directionally,\textsuperscript{[39]} latero-tactile stimulation of the skin via arrays of pins,\textsuperscript{[40]} as well as variable texturing of surfaces.\textsuperscript{[41-43]} However, only two configurations have proved useful so far to obtain non-vibratory wearable tactile devices that can electrically change both the contact area and the indentation depth on a fingertip, and therefore can serve to display a virtual softness, as discussed above. The first configuration is represented by buckling DEAs, consisting of membranes that can protrude upon electrical driving, so as to stimulates the fingertip;\textsuperscript{[44,45]} a buckling membrane design is nevertheless typically limited by relatively small amplitudes of the achievable vertical displacements and forces.\textsuperscript{[44,45]} The second configuration is represented by hydrostatically coupled DEAs (HC-DEAs),\textsuperscript{[46]} where in general an active (i.e. electroded) membrane is coupled via an insulating fluid to a passive membrane; in comparison to a single buckling membrane, HC-DEAs can enable tactile displays with improved electro-mechanical performance and electrical safety.\textsuperscript{[47,48]} The HC-DEA technology was used also in this work, as presented below.

3. Structure and working principle of the tactile display

The whole structure of the display coincides with that of a particular kind of HC-DEA, shaped as an electrically deformable ‘bubble’, as shown in Figure 1a. An active membrane, made of one or more elastomeric layers coated with compliant electrodes, acts as a DEA, which transfers actuation to a passive membrane, via an insulating fluid. The arrangement of the display ensures that the fingertip is maintained at a constant distance from the device, in contact with the passive membrane.

By modulating the voltage applied to the active membrane, both the indentation and the contact area of the skin can be varied. In particular, as any applied voltage causes the active membrane to increase its curvature, the maximum values of the contact area and indentation occur when the voltage is off, whilst they get to zero at the maximum voltage (Figure 1a). This configuration allows for an effective
transmission of actuation from the active membrane to the fingertip, avoiding any direct contact between them. This feature provides not only electrical safety, but also avoids distortions of the active membrane by the fingertip, taking advantage from a redistribution of the internal fluid when the passive membrane is loaded by the finger. This is important to ensure that the thickness of the active membrane does not undergo local distortions, which might lead to premature dielectric breakdown.

**Figures 1b and 1c** show prototype samples of the device. Following an initial presentation of this type of device,[47] and later developments,[49,50] here we describe an improved design, which allowed for: i) increasing the output force; ii) reducing the device size, so as to facilitate multi-finger systems; iii) integrating it with a commercial hand tracking sensor, so as to demonstrate a simple virtual-reality system for visuo-tactile interactions with computer-generated soft bodies; iv) demonstrating the efficacy of the whole system with a psychophysical study, which involved fifteen participants.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Tactile display design and fabrication

In order to increase the force output, the active membrane of the HC-DEA bubble was designed with a multi-layer structure, consisting of several dielectric elastomer layers intertwined with compliant electrode layers. This combination of multiple layers resulted in a stack (mechanical series) of elastomeric capacitors, which were electrically connected in parallel. This made the active membrane thicker (and therefore also stiffer), thereby ensuring a higher blocking force, without increasing the driving voltage. The increased force was also due to an increased thickness of the passive membrane too, which was made identical to that of the active membrane, by stacking an equal number of layers (without electrodes), so as to maintain the device symmetry (see the Experimental section).

Different versions of the actuator, with membranes consisting of one, two, three or four layers, were manufactured for performance comparisons. As an example, a sample with a triple-layer structure is schematically shown in **Figure 1d**. The employed materials and manufacturing processes are detailed
in the Experimental section. Following the assembly, the final shape of both the passive and active membranes of the HC-DEA bubble was a spherical cap, having a height of 5.5 mm and a base diameter of 12.5 mm. That size was empirically defined as a (non-optimised) trade-off between the need for maximising the contact area with the fingertip (so as to maximise the perceptible force) and the need for minimising the overall encumbrance of the device.

The HC-DEA bubble was fitted in a plastic casing, shown in Figure 1e. The casing’s shape allowed the finger pulp to rest in contact with the passive membrane. In addition to comfortably securing the device to the fingertip, the casing was also conceived to be as compact and light as possible, so as not to burden the user.

Furthermore, the design of the casing’s shape, size and surface finishing were affected by the intention to use the tactile displays in combination with an off-the-shelf and low-cost optical hand tracking sensor, so as to continuously detect the spatial position and orientation of the fingers. The possibility to combine the two technologies was considered of primary importance, in order to easily obtain an affordable virtual-reality system. The selected sensing technology was the LEAP Motion hand tracking system.\textsuperscript{[51]} It uses stereo infrared cameras to track motions, without markers. While other optical systems are also available, such as Kinect (Microsoft, USA) and Duo MLX (Code laboratories, USA), we opted for LEAP Motion, as we focused on interactions with virtual objects at a desktop scale, where that sensor competitively offers high accuracy at a low cost. In particular, the LEAP Motion system enables interactions within a volume of 0.2 m\textsuperscript{3}, approximately shaped as an inverted pyramid from its internal cameras. In static situations, it can record fingertip positions with a sub 0.5 mm standard deviation.\textsuperscript{[52]} However, for dynamic scenarios, inconsistent and unreliable values have been obtained, especially for tracking objects further than 300 mm from the sensor and at the extremities of its field of view.\textsuperscript{[52,53]} So, in this work, the sensor was used for interactions within a workspace volume of approximately 200×200×200 mm\textsuperscript{3}.

As that sensor is designed to detect naked fingers, the presence of a tactile display on each fingertip was an issue that needed to be addressed. Specifically, according to the sensor’s principle of operation
(stereo image comparison of an infrared illuminated scene), the casing required an optical reflecting signature not too dissimilar from that of a fingertip’s skin. To address that need, various test casings were manufactured with different 3D printed polymers. The best tracking results could be achieved with materials having a semi translucent or light colour, without a gloss finish. The final casing was produced with a translucent resin (see the Experimental section).

The encased display had a maximum thickness of 12 mm and a width of 20 mm, which matched the average width of thumb and index fingers across the pool of volunteers used for the psychophysical study described later on in the paper. In order to easily secure the casing to the fingertip, without precluding optical tracking by the sensor, the structure was fitted with transparent elastic straps (see the Experimental section). The weight of a fingertip-mounted display was 6 g.

The device was driven with voltages up to 4 kV. In an early design of this display, such voltages were applied via a low-to-high voltage DC-DC converter arranged (together with a high voltage discharge resistor) on the frontal part of the plastic casing. Although that solution avoided the need for an external high voltage unit and high voltage connecting cables, it made the wearable display rather cumbersome and unsuitable for multi-finger systems. To overcome that drawback, in this work we opted for a desktop high voltage control box, whose custom implementation is shown in Figure 1f (see details in the Experimental section).

The following sections present a characterisation of the electromechanical performance of the display, in terms of achievable forces and displacements, as well as a psychophysical investigation on its tactile feedback performance.

4.2 Blocking force performance

In order to determine the force output as a function of the applied voltage, a blocking force test was performed with a circular flat-faced indenter having a diameter of 12 mm, which was slightly smaller than the HC-DEA base diameter (12.5 mm). The test was made as represented in Figure 2a and
detailed in the Experimental section, on different tactile displays made of membranes with one, two, three or four layers of dielectric elastomer film. Results are presented in Figure 2b.

As expected, the multi-layer structure increased the force output, without changing the driving voltage range. For membranes made of four layers, the maximum force was 1 N. As a comparison, a previous version of the device, with a single-layered membrane and a base diameter of 20 mm, produced (on the same circular indenter of 12 mm) a maximum blocking force of 0.6 N.\textsuperscript{[47]}

4.3 Static and dynamic free stroke performance

The various tactile displays with membranes made of a different number of layers were also studied with a free stroke test. To that end, the passive membrane’s vertical displacement was measured using the set-up represented in Figure 2a and detailed in the Experimental section. Results are presented in Figure 2c. As expected, the increased number of layers had a practically negligible impact on the free stroke. Indeed, despite an increase of the membrane’s thickness and an associated higher stiffness, each internal electroded layer experienced an electric field and, so, an electrostatic stress (Equation 1), that was practically identical to that related to a mono-layer structure.

Nevertheless, it is also worth noting that a slight reduction in displacement for the increasing number of layers can be distinguished at the highest end of the voltage range (Figure 2c), where the deformations are largest. This is evidence that the different constraints of each layer when it is part of a stack, as compared to when it is alone, have an effect on the resulting deformation.

The dynamic performance was assessed by characterising the frequency response, in terms of free stroke induced by unipolar square-wave voltage signals having constant amplitude of 3.5 kV and a variable frequency in the range 0.1-3 Hz. For each frequency, the difference between maximum and minimum displacements was averaged over the first five cycles. Results are reported in in Figure 2d. Whilst in the lowest part of the frequency range the responses overlapped, a drop off for increasing layers progressively showed up towards the highest end of the range. This might be due to several
interplaying factors, including an increase of both the mechanical and electrical time constants for an increasing number of layers.

As a consequence of the lowering of the curves for increasing layers, the cut-off frequency corresponding to a -3dB drop of the response from its low-frequency value was found to reduce, although it remained confined between 1 and 2 Hz (Figure 2d). Such a limited bandwidth was mostly due to two main factors: i) a low response speed of the membrane’s elastomeric material (VHB acrylic, by 3M), caused by its well-known viscoelastic losses arising from a high viscosity, relative to other materials, such as silicones;\(^{[54]}\) ii) the low bandwidth of the DC-DC high voltage converter used to drive the actuator (see the Experimental section).

4.4 Psychophysical assessment of the tactile feedback performance

A psychophysical study was conducted on fifteen volunteers (eight males and seven females, aged between 21 and 29). The tactile display (made of three-layered membranes) was used in combination with the LEAP Motion hand tracking system described above, in front of a computer screen, in order to enable visuo-tactile interactions with an ad-hoc created virtual environment. Custom control software was developed for the tests, as detailed in the Experimental section.

Each volunteer was engaged in three independent experiments. Each of them envisaged a specific kind of interaction with two virtual objects (‘A’ and ‘B’), which alternatively appeared on the left or right sides of the screen, depending on where the user was pointing the hand. The movements of the fingertips were tracked in real time and mapped on the virtual environment via a rudimental ‘avatar’, simply consisting of two spheres (purple colour in Figure 3), smaller than the object (green colour in Figure 3) and able to interact with it. So, by moving the hand and one or two fingertips equipped with the display, the user could navigate the virtual environment, seeking for a contact with the object. The tactile interaction triggered a response of the display, as a tactual stimulus generated on the finger pulp by an actuation voltage within the 0–4 kV range. The user was asked to probe the two objects more
than once and to compare the tactile feedback. No restriction was applied to the exploration time, allowing users to compare the two stimuli as long as needed.

The experiments differed according to the number of fingers involved (one or two), the way of probing the object (poke or pinch) and the type of perceived stimulus (force or compliance), as described below.

*First experiment: single finger poke*

The user wore a tactile display on the index finger and was asked to poke two circles, alternatively appearing on the left and right sides of the screen. As soon as the fingertip’s avatar entered the circle, the latter changed colour and the tactile display was actuated with a constant voltage, which was maintained as long as the finger remained inside the circle. As a result, the tactile stimulus on each circle consisted of a constant force (corresponding also to a constant indentation of the finger pulp and a constant contact area with it). In a sequence of trials, the two circles were randomly associated to different voltages and each time the user was asked to indicate which circle provided the highest/lowest force, or if no noticeable difference could be appreciated.

*Second experiment: double finger poke*

The user was presented with the same kind of visuo-tactile feedback and had to perform the same comparative task as in the first experiment, although in this case two tactile displays were used: one on the thumb and the other one on the index finger, of the dominant hand. The user had to enter each circle with both fingers (*Figure 3a*) and the two displays simultaneously rendered the same force. As for the first experiment, the two circles were randomly associated to different voltages and the user had to indicate which circle provided the highest/lowest force, or if no noticeable difference was appreciated.
Third experiment: double finger pinch

While wearing two tactile displays (on the thumb and index finger), the user was asked to pinch two deformable balls, alternatively appearing on the left and right sides of the screen. Pinching to a larger extent corresponded to a visualisation of the ball with a greater squeeze, accompanied by a generation of a higher tactile force. In order to facilitate the task, the ball was always visualised between the two fingers (Figure 3b), so as to maximally focus attention on the tactile sensation.

For each participant, the system was initially calibrated, using the fully open pinch position. Force was only rendered when the distance between the thumb and index finger (pinch distance) was between \( \frac{3}{4} \) and \( \frac{1}{4} \) of that recorded in the fully open position. Within that range, the voltage was decreased (linearly, for simplicity), so as to vary the force from null to maximum and, so, to mimic a certain compliance. Moreover, in order to (randomly) vary the rendered compliance, the voltage was varied with a different derivative with respect to the pinch distance. The user was asked to indicate which ball was perceived as the softest/hardest, or if no noticeable difference could be appreciated.

Perceptual discrimination assessment

In order to evaluate the perceptual performance, it was necessary to define, firstly, a metric to quantify the ease of any perceptual discrimination task. This aimed to define how easily the two tactile stimuli from the virtual objects ‘A’ and ‘B’ were expected to be distinguishable, according to the human tactile perception, regardless of the tactile display performance. Then, the latter was evaluated, relative to the ease of the comparative task.

In order to define such a metric, we first considered the Weber’s law: in general, the just noticeable difference between a certain stimulus and a variation of it is a constant proportion of the original stimulus magnitude.\(^{[55]}\) Therefore, the higher a stimulus, the greater the changes required so that they can be distinguished. According to this, a possible metric, here called ‘ideal relative perceptual ease’ (RPE\(_{\text{ideal}}\)) of the comparative task, could be defined as follows:

\[
RPE_{\text{ideal}} = \frac{|S_A - S_B|}{S_{\text{max}}} \tag{2}
\]
where $|S_A - S_B|$ is the absolute difference between the two stimuli $S_A$ and $S_B$ presented in the comparative task and $S_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum value between them. In the experiments, each stimulus was either a force (poke experiments) or a compliance (pinch experiment). Due to the fact that, according to the Weber’s law, for decreasing values of $S_{\text{max}}$ the just noticeable difference decreased, it was expected that also any given difference $|S_A - S_B|$ was easier to recognise for decreasing values of $S_{\text{max}}$. So, in other words, the higher $\text{PE}_{\text{ideal}}$, the easier the comparative task was expected to be.

Nevertheless, in the experiments the tactile displays were neither force nor compliance controlled, as they were driven by a controlled voltage. So, the ideal relative perceptual ease could not be calculated and an approximated estimate was obtained as follows. For each stimulus, the driving voltage (for the pinch experiment it was the value corresponding to the lowest pinch distance) was used to calculate, from the data in Figure 2b, the equivalent force on the 12-mm indenter used in the characterisation tests. The so-obtained equivalent force couples $F_A$ and $F_B$ for each comparative test were used to estimate the relative perceptual ease (RPE) of the comparative task, as follows:

\[
\text{RPE} = \frac{|F_A - F_B|}{F_{\text{max}}} 
\]

where $F_{\text{max}}$ was the maximum force between $F_A$ and $F_B$. Therefore, growing values of RPE consistently corresponded to growing values of $\text{RPE}_{\text{ideal}}$.

In order to analyse the comparison outcomes in each experiment, the tests were clustered such that those having close RPE values were grouped together and their average RPE was considered. Then, for each average RPE, the average percentage of correct answers was calculated.

Results are presented in Figure 3c. For each experiment, the number of correct answers substantially showed a maximum at a given RPE, which was not the highest tested value. The fact that each curve did not show a substantially growing trend, up to the highest RPE, was unexpected, according to the significance of RPE.

In order to clarify whether that outcome was due to an (unexplainable) poor performance of the tactile display technology at high RPE values (i.e. exactly in the range where the comparative tasks were expected to be easier), or to a methodological flaw, the data were evaluated also according to a
different metric of the perceptual ease of the comparative task. This was called ‘absolute perceptual ease’ (APE) and defined as follows:

\[ APE = |F_A - F_B| \] (4)

By grouping close APE values and plotting the average percentage of correct answers for each group, the new graph shown in Figure 3d was obtained. As expected, for each experiment the recognition rate was found to substantially increase with the APE of the task. Indeed, a growing difference between the stimuli facilitated their discrimination.

Therefore, the drop observed in the recognition rate at high RPE values (Figure 3c) was not due to poor performance of the technology, but, rather, to a misuse of RPE as a metric presumably applicable to any level of stimulus. Indeed, high RPE values were obtained not only from large variations of intense stimuli (which were actually easy to recognise), but also from small variations of tiny stimuli, close to the perceptual threshold, which therefore were difficult to distinguish. The latter cases determined higher errors of discrimination, such that the total percentage of correct answers dropped down. This indicates that the RPE could not be considered as fully representative of the actual ease of a comparative task.

The use of APE as a more appropriate metric showed a correlation between the ease of the tasks and the actual ability of users to correctly compare the presented tactile stimuli. In particular, at APE>0.1 N the recognition rate was higher than 80% for all the experiments and at an APE≈0.34 N it reached 100% for the pinch experiment (Figure 3d). These results are indicative of an ability of the tactile display to generate adequate tactile feedback, which allowed volunteers to recognise different stimuli, with an accuracy correlated to a variable complexity of the comparative task.
5. Future developments

5.1 Further increases of the force

The multi-layer approach adopted in this work was shown to be effective to increase the achievable force. Whilst additional layers could be added to increase this further, preliminary tests showed that the growing pressurisation of the fluid necessary with an increasing number of layers could create leakage from the interface between the passive and active membranes. So, using a higher number of layers would require improving adhesion between the membranes. This could be achieved via physical or chemical approaches. For instance, for the case of membranes made of silicone (as discussed below), it is known that bonding can be enhanced by surface activation with oxygen plasma, which has been shown to be effective in different types of DEAs.\textsuperscript{[54]}

5.2 High voltages: implications on safety, size and cost

The main limitation of this tactile display technology is the need for high driving voltages, which has the implications discussed below.

In terms of electrical safety, dealing with voltages in the kV range is clearly not desirable. However, this drawback is mitigated not only by the actuator’s unique design (separation between the fingertip and the high voltage membrane via a large insulating chamber and a passive membrane), but, especially, by the fact that there is no need for a high driving power (as the electrical load is capacitive). This feature allows for using electrically safe driving sources, such as the DC-DC voltage converter employed in this work, which provided a maximum power of 0.5 W.

The low power requirement favours the adoption of relatively compact high voltage components. For instance, the DC-DC converter was a 13 mm-sided cube. Such a size enables the development of portable electronics. However, that size can still be excessive for specific applications, such as those that target multi-finger operation and fully wearable systems.\textsuperscript{[47]} In order to address this need for
further miniaturisation, one strategy could be, for instance, to implement a multiplexing of driving signals, through high voltage transistors, from a single high voltage source. Nevertheless, regardless of the driving strategy, any electronics working in the kV range will always be bulkier (due to need for insulations) and more expensive (especially due to a lower market share) than any electronics working at one-order-of-magnitude lower voltages. So, for a major breakthrough, a reduction of the driving voltage to a few hundred Volts is imperative. This need can be addressed as discussed below.

5.3 Strategies to reduce the driving voltages

Lowering the driving voltage should target a reduction below the threshold of 500 V, as in that range highly compact electronics suitable to drive DEAs has been demonstrated.\[36\] Furthermore, a few hundred Volts are typical for the low-cost and low-size electronics of common piezoelectric actuators. In order to reach that goal, according to Equation 1 there are two strategies: i) a long-term approach is at a material development level and concerns the synthesis of new elastomers with a higher dielectric constant;\[56,57\] ii) a short-term approach is at a material processing level and concerns the fabrication of dielectric elastomer membranes with a lower thickness.

In order to meet those needs, the best materials of choice (in several respects, including reliability, versatility and low cost) today are silicone elastomers. Even with off-the-shelf compositions, it has already been shown that it is possible to reduce the thickness of soft insulating membranes to a few microns, while preserving actuation capability.\[36,58\] This evidence suggests that the DEA technology in general might soon use rather more compact and cost-effective electronics.

Nevertheless, such a technological trend towards films with lower thickness implies the need for stacking more layers to preserve the elastic force of the resulting membranes. So, multi-layer manufacturing processes will likely have a growing importance in the future of this actuation technology.
5.4 Strategy to extend the frequency response

The envisaged use of silicones in the future will also address a limitation that affects the 3M VHB poly-acrylic elastomer adopted in this work. Although it is one of the most studied soft insulators for DEAs,[31-33] as it facilitates prototype fabrication and is capable of large electromechanical strains and stresses, it has a well-known poor viscoelastic performance, which causes significant creep and stress relaxation.[59] The elastomer was also used in the early versions of this tactile display, whose stress relaxation was characterised.[47]

As silicones typically have at room temperature a lower loss modulus, they lead in general to DEAs with more stable and also faster response[54]. So, silicones represent at present the best strategy to extend the bandwidth also of the tactile display presented here. Nevertheless, so far, DEAs made of off-the-shelf silicones have demonstrated, when compared to VHB-based devices, lower electromechanical strains and stresses, mainly due to a significantly lower dielectric strength, which limits the maximum electric fields applicable. This means that, until reliable improved formulations are available, the use of conventional silicones will imply the need for accepting a trade-off between electromechanical and viscoelastic performance.

5.5 Strategy to control the displayed softness

Like any other wearable tactile display of softness described so far, this device can vary the contact area with the fingertip (and so also the displayed softness) only in open-loop mode. In order to achieve closed-loop controllability, via a real-time monitoring of the contact area, two approaches can be considered: model based control and sensing based control, as discussed below.

The former would require an accurate physical model, capturing the complexity of the contact mechanics arising from the deformability of both the display and fingertip. Owing to the visco-hyper-elastic nature of both of them, the problem should be addressed with numerical investigations, extending for instance approaches analogous to that described in [60]. The model should consider the variability of the mechanical parameters within the involved ranges of deformation and frequency.
Although it has been suggested that perceptual compensations for the finger deformability might occur while judging softness, such that the finger could be considered as rigid,\textsuperscript{[1]} it is possible that such an assumption might not be accurate at any indentation range. Indeed, the finger pulp’s stiffness changes with the intensity of the compression. An accurate model then would imply the need for identifying visco-hyper-elastic and geometrical parameters, which cannot be user-specific (for practical reasons) and have to be extracted by fitting data from a statistically significant population. The accuracy of such parameters for controlling the contact area on different individuals should then be validated. This would then raise the challenge on how to measure the contact area for the validation experiments. One option could consist in covering the membrane with a dye and measuring the stain on the finger, although more accurate methods would be preferable.

A way to avoid such a complexity of a model based approach is to integrate into the device passive membrane an array of distributed sensors for contact area detection. However, no sensing technology today appears to be sufficiently mature to combine a high spatial resolution with an ease of reading, on a soft membrane undergoing large deformations. Indeed, although distributed sensing could be achieved by covering the membrane with an array of stretchable resistors or capacitors, the detection accuracy would depend on the surface density of the tactile elements (“tactels”). The higher the density, the greater the complications that occur, especially for routing the necessary stretchable electrical connections to read each tactel.

Such a problem is in general addressed by ongoing research on new strategies to read arrays of deformable sensors. As an example, it has recently been shown that a set of elastomeric capacitors and connections can be replaced by a stack of two elastomeric capacitive membranes and a multi-frequency capacitance reading.\textsuperscript{[6]} Although such an approach is attractive to avoid the need for physically addressing each tactel, achieving this at high resolutions appears challenging, owing to the small differences of capacitances to be resolved between adjacent elements.\textsuperscript{[6]}

Such evidence suggests that future developments of these tactile displays, as well as those using different ways to deform a soft membrane (such as pneumatically\textsuperscript{[25]}), should address the need for
investigating the best strategy to achieve contact area sensing. The required resolution is still unknown. Although in finger pads the tactile resolution can be as low as ~0.3 mm (owing to tactile hyperacuity\cite{62,63}), studies are needed to evaluate whether a virtual softness can effectively be rendered by controlling the contact area, with a lower accuracy.

6. Conclusions

This work described compact tactile displays made of electro-responsive elastomers, capable of mimicking non-vibratory tactual interactions with soft bodies. Forces up to 1 N and displacements up to 3.5 mm could be generated with a 6 g device, made of four-layered membranes. The size and shape of the display made it easy to wear on individual fingertips, without precluding an optical tracking of finger motions. When combined with a low-cost and compact hand tracking sensor, this made it possible to demonstrate a simple and cost-effective virtual reality system.

A psychophysical investigation showed that users could properly distinguish between different stimuli rendered by the device, with a degree of accuracy correlated to the perceptual difficulty of the tactile discrimination task.

Possible improvements of this technology have been discussed, highlighting pros and cons of different approaches.

7. Experimental Section

*Dielectric elastomer membranes.* The dielectric material used for the active and passive membranes consisted of an acrylic elastomeric film (VHB 4910, 3M, USA). Prior to providing them with a dome-like shaping (see below), the films were bi-axially pre-strained by 350\% (i.e. bi-axially pre-stretched by 4.5 times). As a result, their thickness decreased from initial 1000 \( \mu \text{m} \) to a (calculated) value of ~50 \( \mu \text{m} \). It is worth noting that, although higher pre-strains have been demonstrated to be optimal for
VHB-based DEAs working in planar mode,[64] in this work the pre-strain was limited, in consideration of the non-planar configuration assumed by the membranes. Indeed, for higher pre-strains, the active membranes could become more prone to electrical breakdown and mechanical fracture failure, as a result of an excessive thinning, due to three factors: 1) their dome-like shaping during manufacture; 2) their further passive stretching, caused by the user while wearing the device; 3) their further active stretching, caused by the applied electric field while activating the device. Empirically, it was found that 350% was an adequately safe pre-strain, although it was not optimized, thereby leaving room for possible improvements in the future.

Compliant electrodes. Stretchable electrodes were created on either side of each layer of the active membrane, using a silicone/carbon black composite. A carbon black powder (Black pearl 2000, Cabot, USA) was added at a 9wt% ratio to an uncured silicone pre-polymer mixed with its curing agent (CF19-2186, Nusil, USA). Following a masking of the pre-stretched elastomer membranes with a paper stencil, the silicone/carbon black mixture was applied to the VHB film using an airbrush. The mixture was cured at room temperature for 10 mins. The resulting compliant electrodes had an average sheet resistance of 45 kΩ/sq, as measured according to the procedure described by the standards for DE transducers.[65]

Rigid support frames. The passive and active membranes were coupled to two rigid support frames (Figure 1d), fabricated from 0.5 mm-thick laser-cut acrylic sheets. The frame had a hole with a diameter identical to the intended base diameter of the final device. The plastics surrounding the hole had a width of 2.5 mm, so as to leave a sufficient annular planar area for adequate bonding between the passive and active membranes during the manufacturing process of the device (lower sizes were found to lead to fluid leakage). The frames were designed to integrate fixing bolts (Figure 1e), which penetrated the electrodes, offering a robust and safe method to secure the electrodes to the high voltage wires, as well as the whole actuator to its casing.
Tactile display assembly. The bubble-like HC-DEA with the intended number of layers for both the active and passive membranes was manufactured using the same procedure described in\cite{46}. The passive membrane was created by pre-stretching the constitutive VHB film (see above) on a large frame. In order to obtain a multi-layer membrane, the process was repeated by manually stacking multiple prestretched films. The resulting membrane was then transferred to the smaller rigid support frame described above and placed over a small vacuum chamber having a circular hole, identical to that of the rigid support frame. A depressurisation was applied in order to deform the membrane and create a cavity, which was then filled in with an insulating silicone grease (8462, M.G. Chemicals, Canada) acting as the coupling fluid. The grease-filled cavity was then closed with the active membrane, planarly arranged on top of it. The active membrane was obtained by manually stacking the same number of layers of pre-stretched VHB films (see above) used for the passive membrane, although an electrode layer was created (see above) on either side of each VHB layer. A second rigid plastic frame, identical to the first one, was finally applied above the active membrane. The adhesiveness of the VHB film allowed for proper bonding. After 10 minutes, the chamber was re-pressurised and the coupled membranes (with the fluid confined between them) were detached from the chamber, obtaining, after a relaxation of the membranes, a symmetrical bubble-like HC-DEA. The actuator was then fitted into a plastic casing (Figure 1c), which was 3D printed (Object 30-Pro, Stratasys, USA) using a translucent resin (VeroClear-RGD810, Stratasys, USA). The casing was secured to the fingertip via transparent elastic straps, which were produced by mould casting with a thickness of 1.5 mm, using a transparent silicone (Transil 40-1, Mouldlife, UK).

High voltage control electronics. A four-channel desktop control unit was assembled, using one DC-DC converter (EMCO Q50, EMCO High Voltage, USA) for each channel. Each converter was fed with a 0.7-4.0 V signal, to generate a voltage up to 4 kV. It is worth noting that the minimum input voltage was 0.7 V, as this was found to be the lower limit of the converter’s linearity range. In order to
enable a control of multiple displays independently, we used a micro-controller (Arduino Micro, Arduino, Italy), based on the micro-processor ATmega32U4. The micro-controller was capable of controlling up to seven 8-bit Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) channels, with a PWM cycle frequency of 490 Hz. In order to smooth the PWM signal, a low pass filter (made of a 4.7 µF capacitor and a 150 Ω resistor) was used, enabling an almost linear control of the high voltage driving signal. Due to its high input current demand, each DC-DC converter was driven with a voltage follower (buffer), which was implemented with an integrated amplifier (TCA0372, ON Semiconductor, USA), powered by an external regulated 5V-1A power supply. A Schottky diode was placed in series to each converter’s input, so as to avoid back voltages. Moreover, a high-voltage discharge resistor of 200 MΩ was arranged in parallel to each converter’s output, in order to both let the converter to work with proper electrical loading and allow the actuator to be quickly discharged.

**Blocking force test.** The test was performed with a universal mechanical testing machine (3300 single column, Instron, USA), equipped with a 10 N load cell (2519-10N, Instron, USA) connected to a circular 12 mm-diameter flat-faced indenter. The set-up is represented in Figure 2a. At the start of each test, the actuator was deformed through the application of 4 kV. The applied voltage caused the actuator’s passive membrane to move downwards, until it was almost flat and aligned with the top rigid support frame. The indenter was then lowered onto the deformed passive membrane until contact was established. Contact was defined as the condition corresponding to an offset force of ~0.05 N (empirically chosen, relative to the load cell’s sensitivity). Once this offset value was reached, the actuation voltage was dropped from 4 kV to 0.7 kV, over a 10 s period, with steps of approximately 103 V every 0.29 s. Force data were collected at a rate of 100 Hz, corresponding to 29 samples per voltage step, which were then averaged to produce a single force value for each step. The rate at which the voltage was decreased across the actuator was selected in order gain suitable sampling accuracy from the load cell. The test was repeated five times for each display tested.
Free stroke test. The passive membrane’s vertical displacement was measured with a LASER sensor (optoNCDT ILD 1402-5, Micro-epsilon, Germany). The set-up is represented in Figure 2a. Measurements were taken as the actuation voltage was increased from 0.7 to 4 kV over a 10 s period, with steps of approximately 103 V every 0.29 s. Displacement data were collected at a rate of 100 Hz, corresponding to 29 samples per voltage step, which were then averaged to produce a single displacement value for each step.

Control software for the psychophysical tests. A custom control program running on an external desktop computer was developed to perform the following tasks: continuously track the position of the fingertips wearing the tactile displays, detect collisions of the virtual fingertips with the virtual objects, and generate the described tactile and visual feedback on the fingers and computer screen. Interfacing with the LEAP Motion tracking sensor was achieved using the software library LEAP Motion SDK version 2.3.1. Java version 8.0 was used as the programming language, with the graphical user interface windows being facilitated by the Processing 3.0 Java library. The control signals for the tactile displays were sent from the computer, through a wired USB connection, to an Arduino Micro, which controlled the actuators, as described above. This was achieved through the Arduino Firmata firmware library running on the micro-controller, and the Java RXTX serial communication library, which was used as the interface protocol between the computer and the micro-controller. The program refreshed at a frame rate of approximately 60 Hz, running on a Linux based operating system with an 8 GB random access memory and a 3.2 GHz processor.

Psychophysical tests approval. The psychophysical tests were approved by the Queen Mary Ethics of Research Committee prior to the research (QMREC1567 – ‘Psychophysical characterization of a wearable tactile display’) and informed written consent was obtained from all participants.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the structure of the tactile display and its working principle; for simplicity, the active membrane is represented with only one layer. (b) Photos of an actuation of an HC-DEA sample. (c) Photos of a prototype implementation of the tactile display in operation; note that, in that version, the finger was supposed to be secured also with a counter-frame above it, which however was not used in other versions of the display shown in this paper. (d) Exploded rendering of an HC-DEA with a triple-layer structuring of the active membrane; the identical triple-layering (without electrodes) of the passive membrane is not shown for simplicity. (e) Exploded rendering of the HC-DEA casing, to obtain the tactile display. (f) Custom-made control electronics box, suitable to drive up to four tactile displays, independently.
Figure 2. Electromechanical performance of different tactile displays made of membranes with a different number of layers: (a) Schematic drawings of the experimental set-up used to measure the tactile display’s blocking force (top) and free stroke (bottom); (b) Blocking force as a function of the applied voltage; (c) Free stroke as a function of the applied voltage; (d) Frequency response, in terms of difference between maximum and minimum free-stroke displacements in response to a unipolar square wave at 3.5 kV. In each plot, the error bars represent the standard deviation among three samples of each display type.
Figure 3. Psychophysical assessment of the tactile feedback performance: (a) Experimental setup, consisting of the tactile displays on the fingertips, the high voltage control unit, the LEAP Motion hand tracking sensor, the visualisation screen and a processing computer; (b) Pinch gesture to explore the softness of a virtual ball; a video of a demo can be watched at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vj_wsnQt8So; (c),(d) Rate of recognition in comparing two tactile stimuli, as a function of the relative (c) or absolute (d) ease of the perceptual discrimination task, for each experiment. The vertical error bars represent the standard deviation among answers collected from three comparative tasks performed by each of the fifteen volunteers. The horizontal error bars represent the standard deviation among the perceptual ease values included in each group represented by the average value. Note that, as the RPE grouping was different than the ABE grouping, the average correct answers for each group changed, such that the variation range of correct answers for each experiment slightly differed between the two graphs.
A soft touch: wearable tactile display of softness made of electroactive elastomers

A fingertip-mounted non-vibratory tactile display of softness made of electroactive polymers is developed. It consists of a hydrostatically coupled dielectric elastomer actuator, made of four-layered membranes and shaped as a bubble-like structure, weighing just 6 g. It generates displacements up to 3.5 mm and forces up to 1 N and allows for rendering with high accuracy different tactile stimuli.
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